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Your personal branding statement
We Mean Business

1. Do you remember what a personal branding statement is? 
What is its purpose? Where do you put it on your CV? Define 
it in your own words. 

1. Bilingual ____________________ with 
experience in international recruitment. 
10 years of experience in implementing 
successful in-company training courses. 
Reduced staff turnover by 15% through 
effective employee retention 
programmes.

web designer

sales leader

human resources manager

community affairs manager

______________________ with 10 years 
of experience visualizing, developing, 
and organizing philanthropic events, 
maintaining connections with hundreds 
of nonprofit organizations, coordinating 
diverse employee volunteer 
opportunities, and creating dynamic 
external and internal event 
communications.

Young ______________________ with 
already more than 20 high-profile 
websites custom-tailored to meet 
demanding clients’ needs. Increased 
visitor conversion rates by an average 
of 30%, leading to significant revenue 
increases for my clients. 

Committed and 
passionate_______________, who 
deploys creative proposals to 
overcome challenges and advance key 
performance indicators. Motivating and 
enthusiastic mentor capable of 
engaging successful 
performance-driven teams to 
consistently increase sales. 

2. Match these personal branding statements to the corres-
ponding jobs. 
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3. Here are some key expressions that you can use to start 
your branding statement:

4. There are many verbs that you can use to show your 
accomplishments. Here are some examples:

5. Now, use your work from exercises 3 and 4 to write your 
own personal branding statement. 

•  (job position) with (number) years of experience
•  Experience in + noun
•  Experience in + verb+-ing
•  (1-2 adjectives) + (job position), who (important job activity)

Write 2 different ways that you can begin your personal branding statement.

Use some of these verbs or others you know to list 3-5 accomplishments 
from your career. 

implement
build
change

design
establish
replace

increase
introduce
upgrade

accelerate
decrease
direct

lead to
expand
manage

coordinate
maximze
persuade

organize
sustain
transform
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